The bi-syncytial model of the heart leads to the result that the 
Introduction
The heart is a generator of electricity. Body tissues are conductors of electricity. Therefore the cardiac electric sources give rise to currents in the body and to time varying potentials in the body and on the body surface. At each observation point on the body surface there exists a time varying signal, the electrocardiogram (ECG). Conversely at each instant of time there exists a potential distribution on the body surface, the body surface potential map.
A model of the electrocardiogram may be considered to have two elements. One element consists of a description of the cardiac sources in terms of the cardiac electrophysiology. The second element consists of a relationship between these sources and the potentials they generate. Despite its cellular nature, heart muscle electrically acts in many respects as a syncytium.
One can view intracellular space as a continuous domain, or syncytium, with a resistivity which is an appropriate average of the contribution of the cell interior (cytoplasm) and that of the cell-to-cell connections (tight junctions). A second syncytium is the fluid matrix which Eq. (11) 
